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About This Game

You have to play for a panda, collect coins to have enough money for a bouquet of flowers, which he is going to give his
girlfriend. You will have obstacles in your path that you need to overcome.
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omg i cannot believe i spent money on this. if they wanted a piece of gum i might trade for it. but its not worth it unless on some
serious discount. only controls are "roll left","roll right" and spacebar for somthing akin to slowing time? but can let you do 1
roll on steep climb each time you use it. "roll" into a white block to reverse gravity is probably the only good idea they had. first
4 "course's" were fun but after that they get so ridiculous its hard to tell where you need to go and previous courses somtimes
block your view of where you are and whats infront of you its like when your watching a movie at home and someone sits
infront of you at an angle where they block a corner of your view of the screen. and you wanna tell them to move
their♥♥♥♥♥over but you dont like conflict so you just sit there trying to ignore it.. Two new characters, new skills to use for
your avatar and a few new skills to use for hit and goku. Needs a STORY DLC like the tournament between the two universes
or something entirely new. The amount of content will only satisfy you for a couple hours and thats it. Please improve the AI as
well, sometimes it does get too easy to fight offline enemies.. Good, fun little clone of Bomberman. Though, I feel as though I
shouldn't have to pay for every single skin as a beta tester who beforehand, had them all available, but what do I know.. It's
Okay.... WIEEEEEERD
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just a classic puzzle game. Great game for all ages. It crashed a couple times at the port where you freeroam but the graphics are
better than the console versions and hold up still. It does have trading cards but no achievements if your wondering.. Having a
lot of fun with this game so far. There arent many people who play this game YET so most of the time you are just shooting
brainless, motionless fake cores. I think with some more polish (adding maps, the ability to change the aiming reticle, etc..) this
game has a real chance of making it big; like esport big. Definitely will recommend to friends.. It might just be a me thing but
as soon as I started the game the mouse cursor started jumping all orund the place every time I tried to move the mouse which in
the menu I could ignore if I moved it with the arrow keys but in game it looks like suddently my ship teleported and had to find
which direction I was looking at in which in a matter of seconds it did it again. I was told to try this game and ignore the reviews
because it was actually pretty good. They lied.♥♥♥♥♥♥10. Couldn't be buggier. quot;The Great American Double-Up"

Pure Classic... Takes me back to the 90's
8 / 10..... (Add WorkShop & its a 9, easy). First of all this game falls into the category of oldies, for me. I found a strategy guide
dated 2012 when I was looking for the original publishing date which I did not find. Since I am fool for old school I like it, of
course. Old school games are hidden object driven and with no time limits, no misclick penalties and no penalties for hints.
(Hints are expected and a lot of hint use is normal.) There is no map or achievements (in-game and definitely not Steam). All
these things simply do not exist in this game. The storyline is simple, very simple. (Some fairy tales are more complex.) This
game is also more or less open world, and the gamer has the freedom to chose what to do and do it in whatever order they want.
The game is not linear, it progresses.

Story: A paranormal investigator has been called to the town of Deadwood to free them (the town) from the vengeful and
murderous ghost of the infamous gun man Blackjack. In life Blackjack killed 21 men, in death he killed many more. How does
one save an entire town and all its residents from a vengeful ghost? Break the curse, of course. Oh and a long the way meet all
the resident ghosts which are conjured up by the investigator's psychic gift of seeing and talking to the dead.

Gameplay: As I said before this is old school with just a bit of that point and click element of picking up inventory items as the
gamer goes by. This game is Hidden Object scene driven. The Hidden Object finds are drawn in, not overlayed, making some
of the find clues uniquely intesting when one sees the "whole" thing. Many of the find clues are very fragmented and nearly
unrecognizable after they have been found and the gamer can see them. Just thought I would mention that.

Some reviewers have complained about clicking on some of the objects which do not seem to be obtainable until clicking all
over the find object. I am not going to say this does not happen, however, I would also like to point out a quite clever thing the
developers did with the Hidden Object scenes. The Hidden Object scenes break down into three types: straight find clue lists
(no fragmented or extra hidden places to look in), find X amount of objects and silhouettes. The X amount of objects are
straight forward and very easy. A fast clicker can probably complete these in about ten seconds. The straight find list have some
well hidden finds, in some cases, but are easy enough. Neither of these types have the above mentioned "issue\/problem" of
having to hit just the right spot either. However, the silhouettes in some cases do. I believe that is because the developers did
something quite clever with the silhouette scenes. A general silhouette find for most players goes like this, see the silhouette
then click on that object in the hidden object scene. And I believe most people played exactly that way. Yet what these
developers did was make the silhouettes MOVEABLE so they CAN BE PICKED AND PLACED OVER THE FIND OBJECT
IN THE PUZZLE SCENE. The silhouettes actually lie on top of other another and can be moved around in the clue box, as
well. So the silhouette hidden object puzzles can actually be played either way, locate the find object in the puzzle scene and
click on it, or move the silhouette on top of the find object. Some of the very obscured find objects are very hard to click on
and to find the right spot, but if the silhouette is laid on top of it, walla, find clue completed. I found this quite fun once I
realized that this happened. Very clever.

Puzzles: This game has real puzzles, and I do mean that literally. Put the pieces in place, whether the pieces are rectangles or
circles, to form a picture. One clever type of puzzle is matching the puzzle piece to the picture that has been divided up in mini-
hexagons like a beehive. There are not many puzzles in comparison to the hidden object scenes, and they are usually found on
doors or pictures or some "locked" place.

This is a relatively short game, just a few hours, but enjoyable nonetheless.

Just a few words on music, art work, and voice acting which I seldom ever comment on. The music is repetitive but fitting,
though maybe it is just me but some pieces seemed louder then others, since I found myself adjusting the volume from scene to
scene. Art work is very stylized and quite typical of the art style when this game was first published. Voice acting .... hmmm...
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The undertaker's voice was as annoying as his character, so the voice acting was "spot" on, even if I did not like it. The voices in
general fit the characters, though I think they tended more toward Southern accents instead of Western ones.

Overall an interesting game to play with quite different game elements and puzzles then those found today.

Oh one last thing I am unsure why this is a collector's edition. There are no extras, no wallpapers, no extra chapter and no
strategy guide that one usually associates with collector's editions.. Buggy. Wouldn't let me launch because I had a newer version
of NVIDIA PhysX installed and it wouldn't install the older version it needed.
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